Abstract-Camera networks require heavy visual data processing and high-bandwidth communication. In this paper, we identify key factors underpinning the development of resource-aware algorithms and we propose a comprehensive energy consumption model for the resources employed by smart camera networks, which are composed of cameras that process data locally and collaborate with their neighbors. We account for the main parameters that influence consumption when sensing (frame size and frame rate), processing (dynamic frequency scaling and task load), and communication (output power and bandwidth) are considered. Next, we define an abstraction based on clock frequency and duty cycle that accounts for active, idle, and sleep operational states. We demonstrate the importance of the proposed model for a multicamera tracking task and show how one may significantly reduce consumption with only minor performance degradation when choosing to operate with an appropriately reduced hardware capacity. Moreover, we quantify the dependency on local computation resources and bandwidth availability. The proposed consumption model can be easily adjusted to account for new platforms, thus providing a valuable tool for the design of resource-aware algorithms and further research in resource-aware camera networks.
such as those based on constants [8] or parametric models for sensing [9] , processing [10] , or communication [11] . However, these approaches lack descriptive parameters such as frame rate [12] or assume unlimited communication resources [13] , no idle times [14] , and hardware-based models that cannot be widely applied to current platforms [10] . Moreover, other models do not consider the utilization-consumption relation between connected camera modules (i.e., their consumption is dependent) [15] . No appropriate modeling exists for the consumption of camera modules under resource constraints and with dynamic hardware capabilities. A comprehensive consumption model is needed to develop effective resource management policies. Such a model shall account for the costs of sensing, processing, and communication and therefore requires considering jointly hardware [16] , wireless networks [17] , and algorithms [18] .
In this paper, we take advantage of recent developments for power characterization of embedded platforms [19] , [20] and propose an energy consumption model for smart camera modules [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Each module is described by its capabilities (e.g., clock frequency) that provide resources to perform tasks with an associated energy consumption. Unlike related literature that uses processing time only [10] , [21] , we derive capability-based consumption models based on three-state duty cycles (active, idle, and sleep) for sensing, processing, and communication. The proposed models support dynamic hardware capabilities, such as clock scaling, thus improving on existing static models for sensing [21] and processing [8] , [22] , [23] . bottlenecks for single and multicamera tracking. Experiments show that tracking performance not always increases when more resources are employed; the energy for communication and sensing is comparable to that for processing for low resource usage; and accurate estimation of network lifetime should consider the consumption of the idle state.
The rest of this paper is as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III overviews the proposed model, and Section IV gives details for sensing, processing, and communication. Section V validates the proposed modeling with real data, and Section VI analyzes the consumption of distributed target tracking [12] . Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK Energy consumption models for smart cameras can be grouped into ad hoc, constant, and parametric models.
Ad hoc models are tailored to specific hardware such as CMOS image sensors [9] , the SA1100 ARM processor [10] , and the radio module of the TelosB platform [29] . Adapting and updating these models to recent hardware is challenging due to their dependence on parameters difficult to obtain from manufacturers, such as the number of A/D conversions for sensing [9] and circuit-level measures (e.g., equivalent capacity, voltage, and intensity), processing [10] , [24] , and communication [29] . This limitation prevents the widespread use of ad hoc models.
Generic constant models define energy costs with constant values for sensing [8] , processing [12] , [13] , [15] , [26] , [30] , and communication [21] . These models can be extended by considering activation times for processing [28] and communication [6] . The processing cost can be divided at region or object level [12] , [13] and arithmetic level [27] . Albeit these models provide useful abstractions for energy consumption, their adoption in other tasks and to model camera hardware is limited due to their complex integration (e.g., low-level breakdown [27] ) and the absence of descriptive parameters, such as the frame size [8] , [31] , scalable processing capabilities [12] , [15] , and variable transmission rates [21] . This lack of abstraction limits their use in optimization and reconfiguration strategies, common in smart cameras [32] .
Generic parametric models define factors directly related to energy consumption. For example, the communication energy is obtained by free-space propagation models [9] , [14] , [24] using, when available, the transmitter-receiver distance and often assuming infinite bandwidth without idle periods. Moreover, processing can be based on frame size and computation time [22] . However, these parametric models do not consider the implicit dependencies among modules of smart cameras [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Sensing at different frame rates affects the consumption of processing as the data to analyze changes, hence determining the data to transmit or receive. Moreover, energy consumption is often analyzed at frame level [9] , [14] , thus providing only a partial view as the camera hardware does not always operate at full capacity. Active (i.e., frame level) and idle periods of operation need to be considered for a reliable estimation of energy consumption. Table I summarizes the main approaches to model energy consumption in camera networks. It is possible to observe that idle time is rarely considered and that unlimited resources may be assumed for available bandwidth [13] and computation [21] . Smart cameras have non-negligible consumption even when their modules are in the idle state [33] . Existing approaches often focus on single modules without considering the typical inter-module relationships that implicitly determine energy consumption patterns, which may help if included in the decision-making process. Finally, consumption models do not include dynamic capabilities, which provide resources to perform tasks during runtime. In this paper, we address these shortcomings by putting efforts for power modeling of embedded platforms [19] , [20] into a wider perspective and develop resource-aware approaches for smart camera networks.
III. MODELING RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

A. Preliminaries
Given a smart camera, let S = {s s , s p , s c } be the set of dynamic hardware capabilities (i.e., the available resources to perform tasks), where s s , s p , and s c are vectors that describe the capability utilization for sensing, processing, and communication, respectively. 
where the constant Q 0 > 0 determines the minimum utilization value for f = f min and must be set according to the variability of the frequency f . Let R = {r s , r p , r c , r w } be the set of camera resources determined by dynamic capabilities, where r s , r p , r c , and r w are vectors describing the use of sensing, processing, communication, and system-wide resources. The elements of the vectors can be computed similarly to (1) . Examples of camera, processing, communication, and system-wide resources are r s = { f ramerate, f ramesi ze}, r p = {load, memor y}, r c = {bandwidth, pr otocol}, and r w = {batter y, cooli ng}, respectively. In this paper, we focus on framerate, load, bandwith, and batter y as the resources for sensing, processing, communication, and system, respectively. The key symbols we use in this paper are given in Table II. Our overall goal is to determine a model e(S, R, T ) for the energy consumption required to perform a set of tasks T .
B. Active, Idle, and Sleep States
The proposed consumption model is based on the power and activation times of a state model with N = 3 states, namely, active, sleep, and idle, as depicted in Fig. 2(a) . For example, smart cameras may use the active state to detect targets in their field of view, remain idle between detection times, or go to sleep when the predicted idle time is long enough.
The energy costs of the state transitions cannot be neglected. Fig. 2(b) shows the transition costs for the widely used SA-1100 processor [34] . Each sleep → acti ve transition employs an energy of 64 mJ, representing 15% of the active power. Recent processors, such as the Intel Atom Z2760, dramatically decrease this transition time (e.g., 3.4 ms [35] , i.e., up to 0.5% of the active power). Despite this improvement, the sleep → acti ve consumption may become relevant if the sleep state is often used to preserve energy [28] .
The active state is defined when a module performs tasks (sensing photons, processing frames, and receiving or transmitting data). 
where a i are the model parameters, J is a non-negative integer, and x is a capability. To obtain a solutionã = {a 0 , . . . a J }, we apply least-squares optimizatioñ
This power model avoids using complex parameters, which are instead used in [10] , [14] , and [27] , thus allowing us to easily incorporate additional hardware capabilities by applying (3) to a new set of power measurements obtained by combining the previous and new capabilities.
The idle state occurs when a module awaits to (quickly) become active when needed. Two strategies are defined to model the idle state power p i . First, (2) is employed when the idle power that depends on specific capabilities, such as clock frequency [19] , and power measurements, can be obtained. Second, recent designs employ several idle states with capabilities reduced to the minimum so that consumption is almost constant. For example, smartphones with variable frequency operation have up to four idle states, which consume power regardless of the selected frequency [33] . Thus, we also consider that p i may be a hardware-dependent constant value.
The sleep state defines the operation with the lowest consumption, i.e., when most functionalities are disabled. Similar to the idle state, we use a constant value for the power of the sleep state p s that, in recent hardware platforms, is seen as the deepest idle state [33] . The sleep state can be used for energy-preserving policies as the idle state consumption may not be significantly smaller compared with the active state consumption. For example, aggressive standby of cameras can optimize image sensing [19] or network lifetime [28] .
C. Total Energy Consumption
To compute the time spent in each state, we use the sensing frame rate F as time steps and estimate the energy consumption every t f = 1/F s (inter-frame period). The state times t a (active), t i (idle), and t s (sleep) are related as follows:
which implies that the idle and sleep states are considered when the camera module is active for less than the interframe period (t a < t f ). If t a ≥ t f , it will span multiple inter-frame periods to complete the requested task, while t i = t s = 0 during this situation. Fig. 3 depicts the two possible situations to compute state times. Note that frame-level energy measurements often use active time only [10] , [12] , [14] and therefore provide a partial estimation of energy consumption. The energy consumed by the module is the accumulated power P(t) over time, which can be approximated as Fig. 3 . Relation between the state times and inter-frame period for the two modeled situations: t a < t f (top) and t a ≥ t f (bottom).
where T oq and P oq are constants that approximate the time and power required for the transitions between the o and q states (e.g., T 12 is the acti ve → idle transition time). This energy consumption model is detailed in the next section for sensing, processing, and communication by identifying the common dynamic capabilities, resources, and the associated power models.
IV. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODELS
A. Sensing
Dynamic capabilities of the sensing module include an
, where the capability utilization s s is defined as in (1).
We define the time in the active state t s a as
where M is the number of pixels for each sensed frame and is the hardware-dependent pixel scan rate. We assume that capturing each pixel needs a single clock cycle as in [9] and [19] so that = f s pixels/s and that image sensors capture M = W × H pixels. The maximum frame rate for this sensing capability is F max = 1/t s a . The corresponding resource utilization is defined for resolution and frame rate as the ratio between the current and maximum values.
Because frequency-power measurements have a linear relationship for active and idle power [19] , to model the state power we adopt the following frequency-based models:
where a s 1 , a s 0 , b s 1 , and b s 0 are the model parameters for the optimization in (3). The sleep or standby state is defined as constant p s s = Z with typical values of 0-5 mW [19] . While other works do not account for state transitions and p s s ≈ 0 [19] , we only consider the transitions involving the sleep state and, therefore, the transition times between active and idle states are assumed negligible. For example, the sleep → acti ve transition for the MT9M024 image sensor requires 50 ms, and the acti ve → sleep and idle → sleep transitions need 100 ms. Fig. 4 shows the consumption of active and idle states for the B3 sensor [19] . It is important to note that for low frame rates or low sensing clocks, the idle power becomes Energy consumption of the sensing module for variable frame rates and operating frequencies of the B3 sensor [19] . Model fitting for active power using available singlecore measurements for Cortex-A9 (0-1.6 GHz) and Cortex-A15 (0.8-1.6 GHz) [20] , SA1100 (74-204 MHz) [34] , and Krait400 (0.3-1.5 MHz) [39] . relevant with respect to the active power. Moreover, the active consumption for each frame does not vary in Fig. 4 (a) as compared with that for each second in Fig. 4(b) , where sensing clock changes have notable impacts on the consumption.
B. Processing
We determine the dynamic frequency scaling capabilities and derive the model based on the clock (processing) fre-
, where the capability utilization s p is defined similarly to (1).
We jointly compute the power for the processing load and for the associated system operations. As resources, we consider the CPU utilization as the proportion of time remaining in the active state: u cpu = (t p a /t f ), where t p a is the duration of the active state, defined similarly to [20] 
where cc task is the number of clock cycles to perform the task and cc sys is the number of clock cycles per unit time (i.e., inter-frame period) for OS operations. cc sys varies with the specific hardware and application software of a smart camera and should be considered to compute the active state time. The active power model p p a needs only the active time t p a regardless the usage type (system or user applications).
To simulate specific processing hardware, t p a is computed by assuming a linear frequency dependence between the emulated processor and the available equipment (host system) as
where f host is the clock frequency of the host system simulating the smart camera, τ is the execution time measured at the host system, and ν ∈ (0, 1] represents the speedup obtained by optimizing the code to perform the task. The value ν = 1 refers to nonoptimized code and values ν < 1 indicate faster execution times due to code optimization. Examples of optimized speeds are 30× for a histogram of oriented gradients based people detection [36] , 40× for keypoint extraction [37] , and 20× for other embedded computer vision algorithms [38] . Taking into account the results from [10] where power is proportional to the cube of applied voltage V ( p a ∼ V 3 ) and the frequency-voltage relation is linear ( f p ∼ V ), we use a third-order model for the active state power
where c 0 , . . . , c 3 are the model parameters obtained by the least-squares optimization in (3). Fig. 5 depicts examples of active power models for various processors. It can be seen that third-order models offer the best accuracy. If the clock frequency is scaled to its minimum value when the processor operates in the idle state [33] , then idle consumption can be considered clock independent and can therefore be described by a constant p p i = P. Although subtle relations can be measured between idle power and clock frequency [40] , the availability of measurements to profile idle power is scarce and static behavior is often accepted [20] , [33] . Similarly, sleep power is defined by a constant R P, which represents the deepest idle state of the processors.
C. Communication
We model dynamic capabilities of the communication module as the transmission power levels L 0 , . . . , L i , . . . , L max used by the radio transceivers. Higher levels cover wider areas but require more power. The associated capability utilization is defined similarly to (1). Four-state communications model for a smart camera. The tx and rx states are to transmit or receive data, respectively. The I dle state is for the situation when the module awaits activation.
We consider bandwidth as a communication resource and compute its utilization u b based on the exchanged data
where b t x and r t x are the number of transmitted and the number of received bits per inter-frame period by the camera (t f s), respectively. The maximum number of bits exchanged for such a period B i can be approximated as
and depends on the available channel bandwidth B w and the maximum bitrate achievable by the module B max using transmission power L i .
To model consumption, we define two active states, namely, tx to transmit and r x to receive, and one idle state (Fig. 6) . Because the communication module can only operate in one state [41] , we assume that the available bandwidth B w is shared by transmission and reception operations and that these operations cannot happen simultaneously, as it is common in low-power radio modules used in wireless smart cameras such as the CC2420 [42] . However, unlike the traditional consumption model for communication employing sourcesink distances [9] , [24] , we use the power associated with each transmission power and the activation times of the radio states, t t x a = b t x /B i and t r x a = b r x /B i , as follows:
If the operations at the radio module need to be active for no longer than the inter-frame period (i.e., t t x a +t r x a = t c a ≤ t f ), then the energy can be computed as in (5) . If instead the radio module needs to be active for longer (i.e., t c a > t f ), then the associated consumption depends on the hardware implementation and protocol details. For example, network congestion may lead to data buffer drops in order to guarantee the availability of network nodes [43] .
We assume a sufficiently large buffer allowing to span the communication for more than one inter-frame period (Fig. 3 Fig. 7 .
Overview of the system we used to collect power measurements from the battery discharge of a smart camera with a sensing block (USB QuickCam Ultra Vision), a processing block (Toshiba Portege R-700, CPU i5-450M), and a communication block (AC600 wireless USB adapter). The processing block is further divided into its application elements (detection, tracking, and descriptor generation).
The state transitions should be considered only when the idle state is involved for frequent burst transmission. For example, the transitions idle → tx and idle → r x consume around 2% of the active power for the highest-lowest transmission powers of the CC2420 transceiver [44] .
D. Accumulated Consumption
We can now determine the overall consumption of a smart camera in the network by combining the costs of sensing, processing, and communication as follows: (15) where {r x, tx, i, s} is the set of states for communication; {a, i, s} is the set of states for sensing and processing, and {s, p} is the set for the sensing and processing modules. The accumulated consumption depends on the active, idle, and sleep states of smart camera modules and the transitions between these states. This overall consumption model will be validated and used in Sections V and VI, respectively.
Note that (15) considers independent consumption models, which are suitable for smart camera systems with a limited integration level [45] . Highly integrated embedded systems may present dependencies, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , which can be established by creating power models based on the same parameter (e.g., frame size).
V. VALIDATION WITH POWER MEASUREMENTS A. System
We validate the proposed models using measurements for a typical smart camera application. We consider a smart camera system running on an Ubuntu OS 14.04 with three main components: a sensing block (USB QuickCam Ultra Vision), a processing block (a battery-powered Portege Toshiba R-700 with CPU i5-450M, 1.20-2.40 GHz), and a communication block (AC600 wireless USB adapter) to connect with a server that receives (sends) data from (to) the smart camera via a nearby router at a 0.5-m distance (see Fig. 7 ). Long video sequences from the TRECVID SED dataset 1 are continuously played in an external monitor observed by the camera to simulate video surveillance input data. Reading usage statistics from the OS kernel is widely accepted to approximate energy or latency measurements [33] . We therefore measure power and energy consumption from the kernel system file /sys/class/power_supply/BAT0/uevent where the battery discharge over time is extracted every 5 s. First, we acquire the power models by measuring the consumption of sensing based on the frame rate, processing based on the CPU frequency, and communication based on the r x and tx states. Then, we use these models to predict the energy consumption of a multitarget people detector.
B. Power Modeling and Predicted Consumption
We created three Unix C++ programs 2 to ensure the same testing conditions for different runs (e.g., display backlight, power OFF unused USB ports, and disable multiple CPUs and dynamic frequency scaling) and to obtain each set of measurements when the corresponding module is in the active, idle, or sleep state. Fig. 8(a) shows the consumption for sensing 640 × 480 frames at different frame rates. The sleep state (i.e., only the USB is powered ON) has a smaller consumption than other states. Unlike the idle power, which is frame rate independent, active consumption grows linearly. Fig. 8(b) presents the consumption for a single CPU where the active power shows an increasing trend with its operating frequency and the idle power remaining almost constant. We assumed P sleep ≈ 0 mW since the consumption in the sleep mode is much smaller than that in the active or idle mode. Fig. 8(c) shows the consumption for communication restricted to 1 Mb/s where data transmission and reception have similar values. Table III shows the fitting error for the sensing and processing power models obtained with (3) . Constant models are used for communication. Although data exhibits linear trends (mean or median values) in Fig. 8 , second-order models provide a 2 The generated software and detailed descriptions of experiments are available at http://www-vpu.eps.uam.es/publications/camera_power/. Energy consumption predicted by the proposed model and the utilization-based models. The top black curve corresponds to the ground-truth data obtained from battery discharge readings. good fit, whereas third-order models achieve perfect fitness at the cost of flexibility and modeling complexity.
We also predict the consumption of a video processing application for multitarget people tracking by detection using the upper body [46] , implemented using OpenCV. Visual descriptors of tracked people are generated (RGB, HSV, and YCrCb 16-bin histograms) and wirelessly transmitted to the server for reidentification [47] . We register each module's activation time (i.e., sensing, processing, and communication times) and use the battery discharge readings as the groundtruth data to be predicted by the power models.
We compare the proposed prediction model for energy consumption with all modules [8] and existing utilization-based models (i.e., active time of the module, without idle time) for sensing [9] , processing [10] , and communication [14] . As the hardware and software parameters are different across the experiments of each utilization-based model, these approaches are adapted to the specific settings and hardware details of the proposed system in Fig. 7 . For example, utilizationbased sensing employs active and idle power models for the other modules (processing and communication) so that we can isolate the contribution of sensing from the overall system. The predictions are presented in Fig. 9 showing that the proposed approach provides a closer prediction of the Fig. 10 . Operations performed by cameras for coalition-based target tracking [12] . Colors indicate subsets of operations for the existing coalition roles. Please refer to [12] for a detailed description of each block.
energy required by the application with an error ranging from 1.5% to 7.3%. The second approach provides an error in the range 6.9%-17.3% for utilization-based communications, indicating that errors in estimating communication consumption may be less critical. In addition, the proposed and selected approaches converge to similar predictions for higher CPU utilizations as the idle time decreases, such as for 25 frames/s (i.e., u cpu = 93.3%). Moreover, because the processing time might exceeds the t f = 40-ms inter-frame period (e.g., when the number of detected people increases considerably), the computation of the energy consumption spans various interframe periods, as described in (4).
VI. APPLICATION TO MULTICAMERA TRACKING A. Setup
We apply the proposed consumption models to the task of multicamera target tracking [12] and study the energy consumption and resources employed by cameras.
1) Camera Coalitions: multi-camera tracking is achieved by grouping cameras over time into coalitions [12] . The pipeline of operations performed in each camera is illustrated in Fig. 10 . Each camera runs a visual tracker, STRUCK [48] , which is based on adaptive tracking by detection. Target positions on the image plane are predicted by applying histogram backprojection using structured learning in support vector machine training. Each camera is calibrated extrinsically and cameras exchange the target location on a common ground plane. Each camera evaluates the utility of its tracking data (utility estimation) and broadcasts them to the neighbors (utility exchange). Cameras viewing the same target are assumed to be connected with a single hop. We evaluate utility with an online performance estimator based on covariance matrices extracted from the tracker bounding-box output [49] .
To perform the coalition tasks, a coalition manager is selected over time (manager selection) by the camera with higher energy level and lower task load. The manager receives previous tracking data from the preceding manager, when the role changes, and then starts a negotiation process to request cameras to join the coalition. The resulting coalition tracks the target with the selected best cameras and the manager receives and fuses on the ground-plane (data fusion) tracking data from the coalition cameras (data exchange). Finally, the manager broadcasts the estimated target position (send estimation) so coalition cameras to update their parameters. The coalition process is then repeated for each frame.
2) Dataset: We track a target with six cameras with overlapped fields of view and placed in an area of 100 m × 30 m (S2_L1 sequence of the PETS2009 data set). 3 The visual data have several tracking challenges, such as abrupt motion, occlusions, and varying illumination, and each camera-view is characterized by different tracking problems. Each camera initializes its tracker with ground-truth data as soon as the target becomes visible. Fig. 11 shows the target initialization and the field of view of the cameras. We analyze data until all cameras wrongly estimate the target state.
3) Settings: As hardware models, we employ the processor Cortex-A9 ( f p = 0.25-1.5 GHz) [20] , the sensing module B3 ( f s = 10-24 MHz) [19] , and the radio transceiver C2420 (maximum bitrate B max = 250 kb/s) [44] . The data from PETS2009 are captured at 7 frames/s, and therefore, each frame analysis may span a maximum of t f = 142 ms, where 4460 B can be transmitted within this time window. A conservative code optimization factor ν = 1/2 (i.e., 2× speedup) is used for (9) due to the extensive use of OpenCV for the sensing and visual tracking tasks. We assume that cc sys f p in (8) and use the execution time t p a to estimate processing consumption. As measuring the execution time t p a may be affected by OS background applications of the host system, we perform 50 runs for all experiments to reduce such a measurement uncertainty. As host system, we used an Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz, 8-GB RAM.
We employ dynamic capabilities for sensing and processing to evaluate consumption and tracking accuracy variations. Then we analyze the consumption patterns using fixed capabilities and compare against alternative models. Fig. 12 quantifies the relationship between the tracking accuracy and the energy required for multi-camera target tracking. Fig. 12(a) and (c) corresponds to various frame rates (1-7 frames/s). The tracking error decreases in Fig. 12 (a) with higher frame rates, which implies higher processing costs as more frames are analyzed. Overall, the error decreases by around 40% when increasing 2.5 times the consumption (higher frame rate). The sensing consumption remains constant since cameras require a similar amount of energy for each frame. The exhibited consumption variability for sensing is due to the size changes of camera coalitions (groups) for each frame rate. Fig. 12 (i.e., t p a ≤ t f ), so low variability in the coalition tracking error is observed. By employing higher clocks, the average error decreases 10% for 1.5 GHz compared with 0.25 GHz at the cost of increasing the overall consumption by 6.5. The high amount of outliers for the lowest processing clock (0.25 GHz) indicates the high difficulty of tracking when some sensed frames are skipped (i.e., t p a > t f ). As summary, the coalition is less sensitive to the processing clock than the frame rate, since lower tracking errors are achieved. The overall consumption increase is slightly higher for modifying the processing clock compared with that induced by changes in frame rate. Fig. 13 shows the tracking error and the energy required for each camera. Only results for different frame rates are presented since there is low performance variability for processing, whose clock is set to the maximum value ( f p = 1.5 GHz). Globally, the tracking error for each camera diverges due to the variability of views. However, different trends appear for each camera when increasing the frame rate. Fig. 13(a) and (c) shows a relatively constant error when the frame rate increases for camera 1 and 3, respectively. This is due to the camera viewpoint and target slow motion. Camera 4 in Fig. 13(d) has a similar trend to camera 1, albeit slightly decreasing the error for certain frame rates. Camera 6 in Fig. 13(f) presents a similar performance trend as the coalition of cameras; the higher the frame rate, the lower the tracking error. The results for camera 2 and 5 Ground-plane tracking error versus energy consumption for each camera. The processing clock is f p = 1.5 GHz and the sensing frame rates are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 frames/s. The tracking error is described as the mean and standard deviation. The subfigures show the accuracy-consumption results of each camera for increasing frame rates.. [ Fig. 13(b) and (e)] show a significant error reduction when moving from the lowest frame rate (1 frame/s) to higher frame rates. Then, camera 2 behaves similarly to camera 1. The accuracy-consumption tradeoff for camera 2 in Fig. 13 Fig. 13(a)-(f) ], the overall consumption of each camera grows as the frame rate increases. A consumption variability among cameras is observable only for high frame rates. For example, cameras 2 and 4 have the maximum difference (around 15%) for 7 frames/s. Low frame rates (1 frames/s) decrease such a difference to a minimum of 7% between cameras 6 and 2. Although all cameras increase their consumption for higher frame rates, the tracking error is not always reduced.
B. Accuracy-Consumption Tradeoff
Fig. 14 shows visual tracking examples for different frame rates. While tracking accuracy increases in the selected camera views from 1 to 5 frames/s (first to second columns), there is no significant accuracy improvement from 5 to 7 frames/s (second to third columns), although camera consumption increases since more frames are captured and processed.
C. Resource Utilization Patterns
We first analyze consumption and resource utilization for cameras with full capabilities for sensing (7 frames/s) Visual tracking results for frame 21 on each camera view under different sensing frame rates (frames/s). The green and blue boxes correspond to the estimated and ground-truth target locations for each camera, respectively. (Left to right: 1, 5, and 7 frames/s.) Fig. 15 .
Energy consumption distribution of the coalition manager and cameras for sensing (7 frames/s) and processing (1.5 GHz).
and processing (1.5 GHz) . Then we analyze the consumption for variable frame rates (1-7 frames/s) and processing (0.25-1.5 GHz). Fig. 15 shows each module's consumption as a percentage of the total one. The main energy drain for a coalition camera is the processing (∼78% ). The coalition manager is instead more loaded with other tasks, requiring additional energy for communication (10% instead of 2%) and for processing tasks to coordinate the coalition (4% instead of 1%). These patterns in energy consumption indicate where cost reduction strategies may have a higher impact. For example, focusing on coalition tasks does not significantly reduce consumption compared with optimizing the visual tracker processing, which requires the highest relative power. Fig. 16 quantifies the overhead in processing and communication energy for the manager compared with those for coalition cameras. For coalition cameras, the variability is due to the heterogeneity of camera views. The same target is observed at different distances with different sizes and poses, thus requiring different computational efforts by each camera to estimate the target state. However, communication, sensing, and coalition processing present low variability among cameras since they perform the same operations. For communication, all cameras share their utilities, thus leading to a fixed cost. Then, coalition participation requires sending data, which slightly increases the required communication energy compared with a camera not in the coalition. Fig. 17 shows the average consumption of cameras for variable frame rates (1-7 frames/s) and variable processing clock frequencies (0.25-1.5 GHz). The consumption of the active and idle states is quantified for sensing (left column), processing (middle column), and communication (right column). The consumption of the active (idle) sensing state increases (decreases) with the frame rate as seen in Fig. 17(a) . The consumption of the active processing and communication states [ Fig. 17(b) and (c) ] grows with the clock speed and the frame rate. The idle consumption decreases as the processor becomes more loaded due to the increasing amount of data in Fig. 17(e) , whereas in Fig. 17(e) , the idle consumption of communication does not significantly change when the communication module is employed more often. Idle sensing consumption decreases as the camera demands higher frame rates, which reduces the idle time, as observed in Fig. 17(d) . Fig. 17(g)-( i) presents the accumulated consumption for both states: processing dominates over the other two modules [ Fig. 17(h) ]. However, the consumption of communication is only one order of magnitude lower than processing for low frame rates [ Fig. 17(i) ]. The sensing energy does not considerably change between the lowest (5 frames/s, 0.25 GHz) and the highest utilizations (25 frames/s, 1.5 GHz), having a maximum increase of 20% as observed in Fig. 17(g) .
While camera network research has traditionally considered a processing-driven consumption [15] , [22] , [26] , [27] , sensing and communication costs cannot be neglected for the analyzed multi-camera tracker (Fig. 17) . The sensing contribution to the overall costs ranges from 50% (lowest utilization) to 20% (highest utilization) compared with processing contribution. Fig. 18(a) quantifies the maximum utilization of sensing resources for the six cameras employed to capture frames with a 752 × 480 resolution. The utilization of the sensing module ranges from 3% to 20% when capturing at 1-7 frames/s, respectively. The sensing module is indeed often idle (i.e., without capturing frames) and its capabilities (e.g., clock frequency) may be increased to provide more resources, such as higher frame rates or frame sizes, if needed. Fig. 18 (c) quantifies the maximum processing utilization for the six cameras employed. Processing capabilities operate at more than 50% for higher frame rates (5-7 frames/s). Often the analysis of one frame lasts longer than t f , thus spanning several t f periods. While processing the frame, data captured by the sensing module are discarded and not analyzed. We can also see that increasing processing capabilities allows one to process a higher number of frames. However, the processing system saturates (t p a > t f ) around 5-7 frames/s for processing clocks lower than 0.75 GHz. All captured frames are processed only at low and intermediate frame rates for all simulated processing clocks. Note that high processing utilizations do not correlate with higher missed frames when the processing module is highly used without skipping any captured frames.
Finally, Fig. 18(d) quantifies the maximum resource utilization for communication as a function of the operating frequency for the processing and the capturing frame rate. Low or high processor speeds do not imply an increase in the communication utilization since the maximum allocated time for communication is limited to the inter-frame period t f , which depends on the sensing frame rate. The (camera) bandwidth is considerably used for intermediate and high frame rates, reaching a maximum capability utilization of 25%. Moreover, the available (channel) bandwidth when all cameras are exchanging data is shown in Fig. 18(e) . The available bandwidth is a pivotal issue for multitask and highdata-rate camera networks and it can be saturated quickly.
D. Comparison With Other Models
We compare the proposed consumption model against existing utilization-based models (i.e. active time of the module, without idle time) for sensing [9] , processing [10] , communication [14] and for all modules [8] . These approaches are adapted to the specific settings and hardware details as described in Section VI-A. In particular, we compare the consumption-based prediction of the network lifetime, which is defined as the minimum time when any of the cameras depletes its battery. As the proposed approach uses experimentally validated models for active and idle states (for sensing [19] , processing [20] , and communication [41] ), we consider the ideal lifetime as the one predicted with these models using (5) and study the prediction errors of the selected approaches when idle time is not employed. As for the initial energy, we consider the Nexus-5 model as a battery-powered wireless smart camera (2300 mAh or 3200 kJ) and we use the full camera capabilities for sensing (7 frames/s) and processing (1.5 GHz). The number of cameras is six and the task is the one described in Section VI-A. Fig. 19 shows the predicted lifetime of the network and the associated lifetime prediction error as a function of the processor utilization, obtained by employing the optimization factors ν = {(1/2 z )} 3 z=−3 . We observe in Fig. 19 (a) that communication-only modeling does not represent a significant error in prediction. For low processor utilization (i.e., < 25%), the processing-only error is larger than the sensing-only error. The higher the processor utilization, the more relevant the Fig. 19. (a) Predicted lifetime of the camera network for the proposed model and the utilization-based consumption models. The bottom (green) curve corresponds to the ideal lifetime (i.e., when experimentally validated models are used for active-idle state modeling of sensing [19] , processing [20] , and communication [41] ). (b) Error associated with utilization-based consumption models compared with the proposed one (ideal lifetime).
sensing-only error compared with the processing-only error.
A maximum difference of 37 h (i.e., a 56% prediction error) is exhibited by the lowest utilization factor (12%). Intermediate utilization factors decrease the prediction error to the range 40%-10%. Fig. 19(b) summarizes the predicted network lifetime errors. For low utilization (12%-26%), a linear decrease of the prediction error is observed until medium utilizations are achieved (around 70%), reducing from 56% to 15%. After that, prediction errors slightly tend to the 10% value as higher utilizations are approached.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a unifying framework to model the energy consumption of sensing, processing, and communication in smart camera networks. We validated our framework with real measurements that demonstrate the utility of modeling the active and idle power of each module.
The proposed model was applied to multicamera tracking, a typical smart camera application where processing is the most demanding module ranging from 45% to 78% of the total consumption for 5% to 89% processor utilizations. Increasing the idle processing time makes the cost comparable to other modules such as sensing, being 35% of total consumption for 4 frames/s and 1 GHz. The consumption of communication is negligible compared with that of the other modules when operating at low frame rates (1-4 frames/s) or low processing clocks (0.25-0.75 GHz). The overall consumption can be significantly reduced with only a minor performance reduction by adopting intermediate sensing frame rates and processing operating frequencies. Compared with other utilization-based approaches, the proposed model reduces the network lifetime prediction error by 56% (10%) for low (high) utilization of the processing capabilities.
We expect that the proposed consumption framework will be useful to design cost-aware approaches for a variety of tasks in smart camera networks.
